Ducati’s visit and Bologna (day 1)
On Monday morning we went to Ducati’s museum and factory. We had guide in English which explained us
how the factory works and showed the process. All the work is done by hands. Ducati has only three
factories on the world, one is in Bologna, others are in Thailand and Brazil. We got to know that employees
change their places many times in day, so they don’t get tired as fast as they could standing in one place.
Then we moved to Bologna and visited the main buildings and places, for example Piazza Maggiore,
Neptune Statue, Asinelli and Garisenda towers and San Petronio Churc.

Ravenna: Mosaic (day 2)
On Tuesday we had a trip to Ravenna, there we visited Sant’Apollinare Nuovo Basilic, the Mausoleum and
others basilics. Then we had lunch, we ate Piadina.
In the afternoon we had mosaic workshop where we tried making our own mosaic and learnt how they
make mosaic little cubes. It was really funny and interesting.

Maranello: Ferrari workshop; Modena ( day 3)
On Wednesday we drove to Maranello Ferrari museum. There we had workshop where we learned about
Ferrari’s marketing tricks and how important is the company’s logo. Also they told us how Formula and its
driver is connected with Pit Stop and other team. We tried by ourselves the Pit Stop work – change weels.
Then we were in museum, we saw old and new Ferraris. We were able to take pictures and also test
drive.
Then we visited the city of Modena and its buildings, like the Cathedral, the Ghirlandina Belltower and
Piazza Duomo.

Conclusions
For us this project has been really interesting. We had the chance discover a new culture by talking to each
other, experience interpersonal skills and improve our English. We were able to see differences between
our cultures and traditions. We could make new friends and meet a lot of new people, interacting with
them. We really enjoyed ourselves spending time together and learning new things.
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